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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS

APROSAIC

Association of settlers for the economic, social and
cultural development of the village of Santa Cruz de la
India and nearby communities

CAPS
MARENA

Potable Water and Sanitation Committee.
Ministry of the Environment and Natural Resources

MEM

Ministry of Energy and Mines

SILAIS

Local system of comprehensive health care

NGO

Non-governmental organizations

INIFOM

Nicaraguan Institute for Municipal Development

INATEC

National Technological Institute

ENATREL

National Electricity Transmission Company

UNI

University of Engineering

UNAN León

National University of León

ESIPSA

Professional internal security company S.A.

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

INAFOR

National Forestry Institute

DAEM

Explosives and Weapons Directorate

ENACAL

Water and Sanitation Company

COPTRAMIN

Cooperative of Production and Work of Traditional
Artisanal Miners of La India Community
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Condor Gold has developed an internal prevention protocol with our employees, which includes
sanitary measurements within the installations and towards the surrounding communities, such
as:
• Talks given and written pamphlets on sanitary measurements and COVID-19
prevention were distributed to employees.
• Avoid social gatherings as much as possible and promote social distancing in
common areas.
• Use of masks for employees is obligatory in the installations and villages.
• Cleaning outside and inside of vehicles after each use.
• Alcohol spray (small) is distributed for all employees and for desk/computer
cleaning.
• Benzalkonium chloride is distributed for all the employees to use in their houses to
clean surfaces.
• Disinfectant booth, washing hands, shoe disinfection and thermometers are used
at the entrance of the offices.
• Suppliers are met outside the office areas to reduce contact with employees.
• Guidelines for kitchen area and cleaning procedures have been modified and the
use of common items has been eliminated.
• Villagers in the social programs and local schools have received talks, as well as
sanitary supplies (alcohol, chlorine, etc).
As of November 2020, Condor Gold regained normal activities, all employees working full time,
but with sanitary measurements and social distancing and sanitary measurements being
implemented to avoid spreading of Covid-19 and ensure the safety and health of its employees
and surrounding communities.
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Executive summary

Condor continues to implement its Environmental and Social Management System, which
includes Environment, Community, Health and Safety and Human Resources. Activities were
restarted in November 2020 with sanitary measurements and social distancing in place.
The environmental work focused on monitoring the level of groundwater and surface water,
monitoring climatic parameters, water management, waste management and recycling,
maintenance of the plants in "Oro Verde" nursery and maintenance of 5 reforestation areas
located in La India and 2 in Real de la Cruz concessions. Daily 5-minute talks were given to
workers on environmental, industrial and social safety issues, support was provided to the
different areas of the company; Environmental awareness activities were also carried out with
workers from the environment and social area and state institutions, support for the León zoo
as part of the Biodiversity program.
Other activities included the preparation and delivery of quarterly environmental reports to
government institutions, a request to renew the environmental permit for the Tajo America
Mining Project was submitted, four inspections of Institutions were attended, meetings were
held with the Mayor's Office of Santa Rosa del Peñón on the elaboration of the project profile
document and EMP to present to MARENA, the execution of the tree felling plan continued in
the plant sector and office areas of the Mina la India mining project, as well as in the Tatiana pit
sector, plus environmental supervision during the drilling campaign in the La India and Espinito
Mendoza concessions were carried out until November 2021.
The company's social area continue to work on maintaining the social license with neighboring
communities through various relationship programs and various communication actions with
stakeholders.
The company's social investment has focused on the following programs: Contributions and
Donations, addressing issues related inter alia to education, health, sports, community grieve;
during this period, 56 contributions were delivered to individuals and organizations. Agua Fresca
program benefits 448 families from Santa Cruz de la India, Agua Fría and 26 property owners.
Seniors program has 88 members; APROSAIC, that works with the communities neighboring the
project; Agua es Vida program, which has 180 members; Businesses program, with 84
entrepreneurs; Youth en Acción program, which benefits 21 youth; and Happy Childhood, which
benefits 36 children.
This quarter we carried out activities that allowed us to maintain good relations with
communities, generating trust and ownership with the project, such as: coronavirus prevention
campaigns and actions through all programs, starting with ourselves and thus, serving as an
example to the community.
This quarter, important support was provided to the land acquisitions team to advance the
Company’s strategy for the purchase of properties; the Company also conducted annual
meetings with all social programs, reminding its members of all the contributions and efforts
made during the year.
The company continues to support training and capacity building of its employees, providing
financing and scholarships for English courses, and Masters programs .
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INTRODUCTION
This report is part of Condor Gold’s commitment to continuous improvement and monitoring of
the implementation of its Environmental and Social Management System (ESMS) in the areas of
Environment, Social and Community Relations and Human Resources; ensuring transparency
with its shareholders and relevant stakeholders.

OBJECTIVE
To inform stakeholders about the implementation of the Environmental and Social Management
System in the areas of Environment, Social and Community Relations, and Human Resources
during the fourth quarter of 2021.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVITIES

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

Baseline studies
Condor Gold continues conducting groundwater level and surface water flow monitoring, as well
as gathering weather data from its digital weather station and three rain gauges (La India, Agua
Fría and La Mestiza locations).

Surface waterflow
Weir monitoring continues. Constant water flow is only present in San Lucas V-notch weir
(LIWR001).
In October 2021, water level in San Lucas’ weir was 16cm, going up to 17.5 cm in November due
to two hurricane events. However, by the end of December, water level decreased to 16.5cm.
Intermittent water flow was observed in the remaining weirs, showing constant water flow
during November due to ETA and IOTA hurricanes. (Photos 3.1.1.a-e).

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
Photographs: (a) San Lucas V-notch weir
(LIWR001) taken on 31st November and (b) La
Simona Trapezoidal weir (LIWR002), (c) La
India Rectangular weir (LIWR004), (d)
Alcantarilla and (e) Alcantarilla TSF. Taken
24th November.

e)

Groundwater level monitoring
Weekly monitoring continues; systematic monitoring was between 22 and 19 sites. Two sites
had problems with access, LIWL045 and LIWL046 belong to the same landowner. However, 11
new sites were added as part of the geotechnical studies being done in La India project areas for
Tailings Storage Facility final designs and the water dam. In total, 30 sites are being monitored
since December 2020.
In October, 3 sites showed a decrease in groundwater level of between 0.05 to 0.86 m - each
being hand-dug wells, use affects their levels. 13 sites showed an increase in groundwater level
between 0.01 m and 2.65 m, the largest being LIDC374. 3 sites did not show any variation,
LIDC047, LIDC379 and LIDC323. LIDC291 showed no changes in groundwater level, LIGT250 and
LIWL10 continue to be dry.
In November, 4 sites showed a decrease in groundwater level between 0.05 to 1.92 m. All of
them being hand-dug wells, which changes area affected by usage. 12 sites showed an increase
in groundwater level between 0.03 m and 14.25 m, the largest being LIDC047. Two sites did not
show any variation, LIDC291, and LIDC379. LIGT250 and LIWL10 continue to be dry.
In December, 13 sites showed a decrease in groundwater level between 0.03 to 6.23 m. The
most variation was found in drilled hole LIDC047 and LIDC374, located in La Mestiza. Only two
sites showed an increase in groundwater level between 0.01 m and 0.08 m, both hand-dug wells.
Four sites did not show any variation.
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Monitoring of the 11 new sites is being done daily, until the water table is stable, then they will
be monitored weekly as all the others. Three new ones will be added in 2021.

Weather data
During the quarter, Condor continued registering data from the weather station and three rain
gauges located in Agua Fría village, La India village in La India concession and one in EspinitoMendoza concession.
Based on Condor’s weather station, the following data was registered during this quarter:
Parameter
October
Rainfall (mm)
Temperature maximum °C
Temperature minimum °C
Relative humidity maximum
(%)
Relative humidity minimum
(%)
Predominant wind direction
(°)
Average wind speed (m/s)

November

December

227.07
31.88
19.55
94.9

253.54
30.55
19.38
95.1

0.127
30.8
17
92.6

43.8

44

37.9

ENE

ESE

NE

3.56

3.78

6.13

The rain gauges registered the following precipitation:
October
196.9
197.61
143.25

La India (mm)
Agua Fría (mm)
La Mestiza (mm)

November
339.7
372.11
349.25

December
0.0
0.0
0.0

In October, a total of 227.07 mm of precipitation were registered by the digital weather station,
about 100mm less than in September. However, in November rainfall increased due to two
unusual hurricane events, since historical average of rainfall in November in the area is 53 mm.
The annual rainfall registered was 1,462 mm, higher than the annual average of 1,200 mm for
the area.

RAINFALL (MM)

2500.0
2000.0
1500.0

1000.0
500.0
0.0

YEAR
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River sediment study
As part of the environmental baseline studies, and Condor´s commitment to implementing
international standards, a river sediment study took place in October this year. The study
included sampling in 6 sites, selected to cover streams located within its main project areas: La
India, America and Tatiana. Samples were taken by lab technicians from the Biotechnology lab
of the National Autonomous University of Nicaragua.
The most relevant results showed the presence of high concentrations of arsenic, cadmium, and
lead in all sites. Cyanide was not detected, even though it is used in artisanal cyanide ponds.

Sediment sampling downstream of OP, Aguas Calientes stream; b. lab technicians preparing
the sample

Acid Rock Drainage kinetic study
As part of the environmental baseline studies, and Condor´s commitment to implementing
international standards, a more detailed study was implemented with a geochemistry expert.
The study is an on-site experiment to determine the potential for ARD and metals leaching from
the waste rock that will be generated during the lifetime of the mine, by exposing samples of
waste rock from cores to normal climatic conditions (rain) considering different types of rocks
from the main projects. Leachates are then collected and analysed.
The official results of this study will be presented by the expert in January 2022. However,
preliminary results suggest that the geochemical composition of the natural leachates
monitored do not have the potential for the formation of acid rock drainage or metal leaching.

Kinetic field test (left) and core samples in one of the reactors (right)
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La India Concession

Surface waterflow
Monitoring daily recording of surface water levels in 5 sites: 1) San Lucas Tunnel, 2) La India
Culvert, 3) José León Culvert, 4) La India Landfill and 5) La Simona Landfill; In the case of the first
4, photographic records are kept of Limnometers (graduated rulers) located in such sites, in the
case of La Simona, the record is made with pressure sensors. LIGSA has a record of instantaneous
flows on a daily basis to La Simona landfill (when there is rainfall) and permanent flow for the
San Lucas tunnel landfill, for this quarter in San Lucas site the flow range was established
between 23 - 25 lps, with a maximum of 25.66 and a minimum of 23 lps, while that in La Simona
there were instantaneous flows between 1 – 17 lps, with a maximum of 213 lps in October. The
information is found in photographic record database and digital record of levels and flows
generated in the aforementioned sites.
Within the framework of the SWWB (Site Wide Water Balance) project, LIGSA through its
international consultants (SRK) and local technical team has achieved the final draft level design
of components that will make up this system.

Groundwater level monitoring
Weekly monitoring of groundwater levels in 39 wells / piezometers distributed within the
concession; of these sites, 3 belong to the network of local wells located on private properties.
The variation of static water levels in the current network fluctuates according to its location
with respect to the geomorphology and depth of the wells whose range is between 1.2 to 302
m, and whose water levels for this quarter are located in the range of 0.75 to 132 m, with
average values of 29 m for the wells with intermediate depths (10 – 40 m).

Hydrogeological studies
Within the framework of the drainage project from the old mine (Dewatering), 3 exploratory
drillings of small diameter (4 ") and depths between 74 - 195 m were carried out, giving rise to
LIWB561, LIWB580 and LIWB584 piezometers, achieving the connection to the old mine through
the LIWB584 shaft at a depth of 132 m.
5 water injection tests (Slug) were carried out in the exploration of hydrogeological wells to
verify the connection, by means of water level reaction in reference piezometers, the volumes
injected by wells were established between 14 to 82 m3 in a given time. average 3 – 4 hours;
LIGSA has the digital record of the behavior of reaction levels before the test and direct injection.

Weather
Download and processing of climatic data from the Condor Main Meteorological Station
(digital), with the generation of 40 types of climatic data, including the main variables:
temperature, wind, precipitation, relative humidity, pressure, solar radiation; which are
measured with a frequency of one minute, which leads to a record of 57,600 data points per
day, for estimation of daily and monthly average data.
Processing and recording of daily precipitation data for 4 conventional pluviometric stations
located within the concession, there is a daily and monthly record of the same, for a total of 30
data points per month equivalent to 92 daily precipitation data points per station for this
quarter.
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Water quality
As part of compliance with the environmental permit and international standards for the
feasibility study, LIGSA, within the framework of the ARD project (Acid Rock Drainage / Drainaje
Acido de Roca), generated and collected 24 monthly samples for a total of 72 samples for the
quarter. These go through a sampling protocol according to the current quality standard,
physical parameters are measured, packed and sent to the SGS laboratory in Canada. It has been
established that no local laboratory has the ability to analyse with detection limits for metals
aligned with international standards for compliance with feasibility in mining projects.
According to preliminary results, the generation of acid from the experiments does not occur,
as determined by the analyses which shows that all the parameters are below those established
by the current environmental decree in Nicaragua and the international detection limits, with
the exception of dissolved solids, which is typical of similar sites. Where tailings (sediment
deposit) and the arsenic that is typical (natural in the area) accumulate, the results, conclusions
and final dispositions will be evaluated in the feasibility studies by the international consultants
(SRK) and the local technical team in the second quarter of 2022).
LIGSA continues to generate fortnightly samples under the irrigation method so at the end of
the quarter there are 10 samples including a duplicate, preserved under refrigeration . This is a
precautionary measure at the request of the laboratory.
In the second week of November, the second systematic sampling of water quality was carried
out in 13 sites within the concession, plus two duplicates, it was carried out with the CIRA UNAN
technical team and with the support of the MARENA government institutions , MEM (did not
attend) and local governments (Municipalities of Santa Rosa del Peñón and El Jicaral). The
results of the analyzes will be delivered in the second week of January 2022 and will be reported
in the first quarter of 2022.

Espinito Mendoza concession.

Underground water
Weekly monitoring of groundwater levels in 2 wells / piezometers (LIDC 374 and LIDC379)
distributed within the concession shows that the variation of static water levels in the current
network fluctuates according to their location with respect to the geomorphology and depth of
the wells, which ranges between 125 to 173 m. Water levels for this quarter are in the range of
50 to 70 m.
Within the framework of expanding the underground water monitoring network in this
concession, 10 geotechnical wells have been evaluated for their fitting out as piezometers for
the measurement of water levels; of these, to date 4 new sites have been validated to be fitted
out in the first quarter of 2022.

Water quality
Samples of waste rock from Espinito Medoza are included in the ARD testwork described above.
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Cacao concession.

Water quality
At the request of CAPS Cacao, LIGSA included for this occasion the sampling and analysis of water
quality in the second systematic sampling of the baseline, as a support to the community. The
results of the analysis will be delivered in January 2022 by the CIRA UNAN laboratory.

Annexes
Superficial water

- Flows in San Lucas and La Simona tunnels
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Underground water.
Rrecord of the behavior of groundwater levels October to December 2021.
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Hydrogeological studies.
Dewatering

injection test LIDC178

injection test en LIDC213

Connection check LIDC213

Start of drilling LIWB584

injection test LIWB584
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Connection check LIWB584

Weather.
Record of climatic variables (precipitation).

digital station

pluviometric stations
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Water quality.
Project ARD

Sample collection and packaging.
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Second Systematic Sampling of water quality Environmental Baseline.

San Lucas tunnel

Ocotillo

El Quebrachal river

El Carrizal well

LIWL061 well

Martin Arauz LIWL064 well
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Espinito Mendoza.
- Location of sites proposed to add to the piezometer network in 2022
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Maps
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Piezometers and hydrological wells used in dewatering study.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Condor continues to implement its Environmental and Social Management System, in
compliance with internal policies and international standards. Condor was working normally this
quarter.
The environmental work was focused on monitoring the level of groundwater and surface water,
monitoring climatic parameters, water management, waste management and recycling,
maintenance of the plants in the "Oro Verde" nursery and maintenance of 5 reforestation areas
located in India and 2 in Real de la Cruz concessions. Daily 5-minute talks were given to workers
on environmental, industrial and social safety issues, support was provided to the different areas
of the company; Environmental awareness activities were also carried out with workers from
the environment and social area and state institutions, including support for the León zoo as
part of the Biodiversity program.
Other activities included the preparation and delivery of quarterly environmental reports to
government institutions. An application for the renewal of the environmental permit of the Tajo
América Mining Project was submitted, MARENA issuing an Administrative Resolution of
renewal in November 2021. Four inspections of government Institutions were attended, one
monitoring of the concessions by MEM and another one by MARENA León to monitor the
reforestation carried out in compliance with environmental permits, a third Inspection carried
out by Inter-institutional Commission (MEM, MARENA, Mayors) as part of the procedure for
permit renewal request for America pit before MARENA, and a fourth inspection by INAFOR with
the aim of following up on tree cutting permits issued for Mina La India Project and Tatiana pit.
Meetings were held with Santa Rosa del Peñón Mayor's Office relating to the preparation of the
project profile document and EIS to be presented to MARENA; the execution of tree cutting plan
continued in La India mining project´s plant sector and office areas, as well as Tatiana pit sector,
and environmental supervisions were carried out during the drilling campaign in the La India and
Espinito Mendoza concessions until November 2021.
The “Oro Verde” nursery has a total of 7,731 plants, which are watered, fertilized and kept free
of weeds and pests as part of plant maintenance. Activities in the reforestation areas included
cleaning, fertilization, irrigation and pest control. A total of 407 trees were used for planting in
the reforestation area of the La India Concession, 150 plants were also replaced.
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Environmental Management System implementation
Environmental awareness
This quarter in environmental awareness, 5-minute talks were held on safety,
environment and social issues. Training was carried out for environmental
personnel with the support of the Agrologico company on the subject of care,
maintenance, reproduction and protection of plants, good use of products for
their propagation? and all kinds of technical information to improve the
knowledge of the workers who carry out reforestation and nursery maintenance
activities, guaranteeing a higher percentage of survival of the plants. An activity
was carried out in El Tanque Community in coordination with the social area
related to the reduction of non-hazardous solid waste, concluding the activity
with a cleaning day in the well of El Tanque Community. Materials relating to
the care and protection of the environment were distributed among Mina La
India project´s workers as a dissemination strategy.

Other activities related to environmental awareness were donations to the León Zoo that
included food for the bird species.
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T-shirts and snacks were also delivered to INAFOR and MARENA in support of activities on the
national reforestation plan and environmental awareness issues led by MARENA in the
communities near the project

Participatory Water Monitoring Program
On 4th December the water sampling in the Tatiana and America projects area took place;
however, road access was difficult due to weather conditions. Consequently, two places were
not reached to take the water samples.
On 10th December the water sampling for the Participatory Water Monitoring Program of La
India project took place. Nine sites were sampled, and a duplicate was taken as part of the
quality control. Results will be received in January 2022. Only MARENA-León and Alcaldía El
Jicaral participated as institutions, MEM was unable to attend as well as Alcaldía Santa Rosa del
Peñón. Local representatives waited at their village wells to supervise the sampling but did not
accompany the team to all sites due to Covid19 restrictionss.

Ocotillo upstream (left), Nance Dulce public well (right) sampling for La India project
Also in December, socially distanced meetings in the seven villages were organized so as to
inform local residents of the results of July 2021 water sampling conducted as part of the
Participatory Water Monitoring Program. A total of 131 people participated. The meetings were
held in El Carrizal, La India, Agua Fría, El Bordo, Nance Dulce, El Cristalito and Ocotillo villages.
Participation was conducted with limited participants; and interaction was reduced to a
minimum.
During the above, the new hydrologist was introduced and participated as part of the
environmental team.
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(a)

(b)
(a) El Bordo village, (b) El Carrizal village and
(c) Cristalito village.

(c)

Waste management program implementation
During this quarter, activities related to waste management continued at the La India concession
and at the company's facilities
During this quarter, 1,930 pounds of waste were collected overall; of which 1,320 lb of organic
waste was generated, sent to the municipal dump and glass, paper-cardboard and plastic were
stored for recycling with a total of 610 lb, which will be delivered to sites authorized by MARENA.
Hazardous solid waste has also been generated (barrels of oil, barrels of hydrocarbons, oily rags,
among others), for which removal is being managed with companies authorized by MARENA.
During the daily 5-minute talks, in the fourth quarter, an information plan was drawn up on
issues related to Environmental Management in order to raise awareness among all Company
workers and prepare them for the next stage to which they are about to enter: the Mina La India
project, where environmental management must be stricter.

Soil protection and biodiversity conservation
As part of the biodiversity remediation and conservation efforts, Condor continues with its tree
nursery in the La India concession. Likewise, Cóndor continues to implement reforestation plans
in 7.13 ha located in the villages of Nance Dulce, Soledad de la Cruz and Los Rastrojos in
agreement with property owners and Alpha 6 - owned by the company. During this quarter, the
reforestation plan included maintenance activities such as irrigation and fertilization, weed
removal and replacement of trees.
Condor continues with its monthly donations to the Arlen Siu Zoo in León, implemented since
the fourth quarter of 2019, as part of Condor's commitment to the protection of biodiversity.
In addition, as part of the soil protection program, site inspections were carried out in the areas
of the drilling campaign in la India and Espinito Mendoza concessions, geotechnical drilling,
viewpoints and road access areas (the latter as part of the maintenance of such areas). These
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inspections are carried out before, during and at the end of activities to ensure environmental
measures were implemented and negative impacts prevented or minimized. The areas are then
remediated and rehabilitated to ensure soil conservation, reduce potential erosion process and
river sedimentation and to encourage revegetation.

Tree nursery “Oro Verde”
The “Oro Verde” nursery provides trees for all the reforestation areas in Condor concessions. At
the end of this quarter, a total of 7,731 plants were watered, fertilized, cleaned of weeds and
pests as part of the nursery maintenance program.
There was an increase in the inventory of plants because this quarter we have germinated seeds
of species of oak, Madroño, basilillo and melina achieving the germination of 1181 new plants,
which have been monitored. Additionally, this quarter we have managed to reduce pests that
affect plants by buying and applying insecticides.

Maintenance of oro verde nursery
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Implementation of reforestation plans and other activities in the concessions
Activities in the reforestation areas included cleaning, fertilization, irrigation, pest control. A
total of 407 trees were used for planting within La India and Real de la Cruz concessions
reforestation area.
As part of the reforestation commitment of 200,000 plants which La India Gold SA committed
to in the EIA for Mina la India, and according to the agreement reached before this Institution,
257 plants have been donated to Institutions such as INAFOR and Mayor's Office, which are
taken into account in the fulfillment of this commitment.

La India concession

Reforestation activities
Maintenance of reforestation areas in Nance Dulce, Los Rastrojos and within the company's
property (ALPHA 6) continues. This activity is necessary to ensure the survival of planted trees
and part of La India company´s environmental commitments.

Maintenance of reforestation areas in Nance Dulce
Activities in the reforestation areas included cleaning, fertilization, irrigation and pest control. A
total of 68 trees were planted in the Nance Dulce reforestation area.
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Tree cutting activities held in the Plant sector and office area was completed in October 2021,
and continued in the Tatiana pit area until December 2021, focusing on the pit perimeter and
dumps.
Photographic summary: cutting activities > Processing plant and office
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Photographic summary: cutting activities / Tatiana Pit
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Among the cutting activities, cleaning of weeds and removal of woody material were carried
out, poles were made with cut trees, which are being used for fencing activities in areas owned
by the company, as approved in the cutting permit granted by INAFOR. Firewood was not
delivered this quarter at the request by INAFOR. This is intended to resume in January 2022.

Inspection Visit by the Institutions
Visit by MARENA León.A visit was received from environmental technician of this Institution as
part of the follow-up to company´s reforestation areas, in compliance with environmental
permits, congratulating Mina La India for being a company that allocates adequate resources for
the planting and maintenance of new trees as a contribution to the environment, thus complying
with permit commitments.
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2. Inspection visit by MARENA Central
In October 2021, an environmental permit renewal for the America Pit Exploitation permit
project was requested before the General Directorate of Environmental Quality, in accordance
with the procedures established by this Institution. An inspection was carried out to evaluate
the project sites and the renewal of the permit was subsequently issued in November 2021.
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2. Inspection by INAFOR
Following up on the tree cutting permits issued for La India and Tatiana Mining Exploitation
projects, INAFOR-León made a visit to each areas, finding that what was proposed to and
approved by La India Gold SA and Condor S.A had been accomplished.
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2. Inspection by MEM
In compliance with the provisions of Law 317, Mining Law, the General Directorate of Mines /
MEM, carried out an inspection to learn about all the activities carried out in the La India and
Espinito Mendoza concessions. The Inspection report concluded that the company CONDOR
GOLD is one of the companies with the best technical-environmental compliance nationwide, as
well as the best development of social programs for the communities in its Concessions,
indicating that we have a good professional staff.
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Activities in Real de la Cruz concession

Reforestation activites
The maintenance of the reforested area in Soledad de la Cruz continued. This included irrigation,
weeding, fertilization and pest control of trees. A total of 150 trees were replaced in this area.
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Other activities
Support activities were carried out to all areas of the company: Preparation of carved wooden
Christmas decorations , preparation of presents for Institutions, support on electrical system
maintenance of the warehouse in Alpha 6 , support in masonry works in Alpha 6 and camp
kitchen, cleaning and burning of weeds in viewpoints, and support to geology and projects for
studies that were being carried out in La India’s tailings dam.
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Images of different activities in which support was provided to all areas of the Company
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SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT IMPLEMENTATION

Meetings with local stakeholders
During this quarter, the company held more than 70 meetings with the leaders of the social
programs to coordinate the activities carried out with the members of the programs and the
community in general.
Main topics addressed were:
• Water program
• Senior program
• Social contributions
• Business program
• APROSAIC
• Artisanal mining
• Youth in action
• Happy childhood

Bilateral meetings with local stakeholders
Bilateral meetings
During this period, the company held 70 bilateral meetings, with local organizations in the Area
of Direct Influence (ADI) and with NGOs and/or institutions interested in collaborating with
social programs.
In December, 60 visits were made to actors of national, departmental, municipal and local
interest. The visits were made at the end of the year, an update was shared on how the Project
is progressing and they were given a message wishing them a Merry Christmas.
During October and November, 10 visits were made to various stakeholders to follow up on
social efforts.
Communication campaign
During this quarter, the company continued to carry out communications about Covid
prevention, the acquisition of 81% of SAG mill´s pieces and delivery of potable water that
the company provides to Santa Cruz de la India and Agua Fria through the Agua Fresca
program.

Community relations implementation plan
La India Gold developed a social investment plan oriented to generate conditions to promote
better community relations in the areas of direct and indirect influence to the project; with a
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focus on water, communication, support for small mining, among other contributions and
programs.

During the quarter, the investment was US $ 48,650.71 in the following items:
SOCIAL INVESTMENT
N°
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Area
Communication
Water
Artisanal Mining
APROSAIC
Elderly
Small business
Others
Tatiana and America social license
Total

October
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,101.93
2,016.00
1,573.00
1,928.75
1,590.60
600.00

November

December

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

3,686.94
1,684.19
1,589.59
2,919.41
1,840.96
714.28

4,006.19
1,739.49
1,369.89
1,674.89
1,856.10
714.30

$ 1,523.41 $ 1,722.23 $ 7,709.01
$
870.82 $
266.28 $
952.45
$ 14,204.51 $ 14,423.88 $ 20,022.32

Total
11,795.06
5,439.68
4,532.48
6,523.05
5,287.66
2,028.58
10,954.65
2,089.55
$ 48,650.71

Table # 1. Social investment IV quarter 2021

Contributions and donations program
From October to December, the delivery of contributions was distributed as follows:
transportation (9), contributions to churches (14), other contributions (9), health (10),
education (2), infrastructure (6), and community mourning (6).
Individuals and institutions have been indirectly benefited, representing a broad reach of the
program in the communities.
The contributions and donations delivered in various areas are set out below:
ITEM

ACTIVITY

Church
support

Delivery of 9 liters of chloride to prevent
covid in an evangelical church.
Delivery of 3 liters of chloride for covid
prevention in catholic church.
Economic contribution to cover religious
activities in El Jicaral parish.
Economic contribution to cover religious
activities in Santa Rosa del Peñón parish.
Loan of tent and rental of chairs, for the
vaccination day for people over 30 years
of age.
Loan of tent for the vaccination day for
people over 30 years of age.
Loan of tent to police department of
León for an institutional activity.

Other
contributions

BENEFICIARIES VILLAGES
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MONTH

1

La India

October

1

La India

October

1

El Jicaral

October

1

Santa Rosa del
Peñón
El Jicaral

October

Santa Rosa del
Peñón
León

October

1

1
1

October

October

Education

Transport

Infrastructure

Health

community
duel

Church
support

Other
contributions

Loan of tent to a health post, week
vaccination day against covid.
Delivery of 6 liters of chloride for covid
prevention at Gonzalo Garcia Vallejos
school.
Transfer of CAPS personnel to supervise
valve installation by ENACAL.
Transfer of MINSA personnel to El
Tanque - medical rcheck ups for
inhabitants.
Transfer of MINSA personnel to Nance
Dulce- medical rcheck ups for
inhabitants.
Transfer of MINSA personnel to El
Talpetate - medical rcheck ups for
inhabitants.
Delivery of tin sheets to the beneficiary.

1

La India

October

1

La India

October

1

La India

October

1

Tanque

October

1

Nance Dulce

October

1

Talpetate

October

1

La India

October

Delivery of 5 tin sheets to applicant.

1

El Bordo

October

Delivery of materials to repair the booth
where the water pump is located.
Use of speakers - 4 occasions- with the
aim of sensitizing the population of
Santa Cruz de la India to the care of
COVID.
Delivery of prevention kit (masks,
gloves, alcohol, 2 oximeters, 3 liters of
chloride) as well as office accessories
stamp, pad and ink.
Delivery of medicines - El Cristalito.

1

El Carrizal

October

1

La India

October

1

La India

October

1

El Cristalito

October

Delivery of medicines to applicant.

1

El Carrizal

October

Delivery of products to relatives of
deceased.
Delivery of products to relatives of
deceased.
Support with the transfer of chairs,
audio and tent for the celebration of
Mass on the day of the deceased at the
Catholic Church of India.
Delivery of 4 liters of chloride to prevent
covid in an evangelical church.
Delivery of 3 liters of chloride for covid
prevention in a Catholic church.
Economic contribution to cover religious
activities in El Jicaral parish.
Economic contribution to cover religious
activities in Santa Rosa del Peñón parish.
Loan of tent to health post, vaccination
day against covid.

1

La India

October

1

Los Rastrojos

October

1

La India

November

1

La India

November

1

La India

November

1

El Jicaral

November

1

Santa Rosa del
Peñón
La India

November
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1

November

Education

Transport

Infrastructure

Health

community
duel

Church
support

Delivery of a shaving machine.

1

El Tanque

November

Delivery of products to the family of an
ill child.
Delivery of 3 liters of chloride for covid
prevention at Gonzalo Garcia Vallejos
school.
Transfer of CAPS personnel to repair
pipes in the Agua Fría area.
Transfer of health personnel to Tanque,
where MINSA personnel carry out
vaccinations to prevent covid.
Transfer of health personnel to El
Talpetate, where MINSA personnel carry
out vaccinations to prevent covid.
Transfer of health personnel to Nance,
where MINSA personnel carry out
vaccinations to prevent covid.
Delivery of tin sheets to beneficiary.

1

Agua Fría

November

1

La India

November

1

La India

November

1

Tanque

November

1

Talpetate

November

1

Nance Dulce

November

1

Talpetate

November

1

La India

November

Delivery of bags of cement to
beneficiary.
Delivery of 3 liters of chloride, 1 box of
masks and 2 liters of alcohol, covid
prevention.
Delivery of requesting medicines from
the community of Los Rastrojos.
Delivery of medicines to applicant.

1

Agua Fría

November

1

La India

November

1

Los Rastrojos

November

1

La India

November

Delivery of 1 box of masks and 1 liter of
alcohol, covid prevention.
Delivery of medicines to population

1

La India

November

1

El Carrizal

November

Delivery of products to relatives of
deceased.

1

El Bordo

November

1

El Cristalito

November

1

La India

November

1

La India

December

1

El Jicaral

December

1

Santa Rosa del
Peñón

December

1

La India

December

1

La India

December

Delivery of 4 liters of chloride to prevent
covid in an evangelical church.
Economic contribution to cover religious
activities in El Jicaral parish.
Economic contribution to cover religious
activities in the Santa Rosa del Peñón
parish.
Delivery of 151 units of toys for religious
activity in Santa Cruz de la India parish.
Delivery of 110 units of products to
committee members from Santa Cruz de
la India parish – religious celebration
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Other
contributions

Loan of tent to El Bordo evangelical
church, activity to raise funds.
Delivery of Christmas products to
members of CAPS La India, recognition
of the social work they carry out.
Support with fuel to the Gonzalo Garcia
school for the transfer of toys donated
by the MINED.
Delivery of 3 liters of chloride, 2 boxes of
masks and 2 liters of alcohol, covid
prevention.
Delivery of products to relatives of
deceased.

Transport

Health

community
grieve

1

El Bordo

December

1

La India

December

1

La India

December

1

La India

December

1

La India

December

Direct contributions
16
14

14

12

9

10

9

8

10

6

6

6
2

4
2
0
Churches

30

Other
Infraestructura Community
contributions
mourning

Transportation

Education

Health

Community contributions
27

25
20
15
10
5

2

4
4

3
2

3

3

2

2

3
1

0
La India Agua Fría

Santa El Jicaral Cristalito
Rosa del
Peñón

Bordo Talpetate Carrizal
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Nance Rastrojos Tanque
Dulce

León

Delivery of notices of non-approval.
For this quarter, the project delivered 13 notifications of non-approval because the requests
were outside the policy established for the Contributions and Donations program. The
notifications were delivered to 09 residents of communities and 04 institutions from Santa Rosa
del Peñón municipality.
Photo Summary:

Delivery of hair cutting machine.
Delivery of covid prevention kit.

Picture 1: Entrega de láminas de
tin.

Delivery of medicines to applicant.

Delivery of covid prevention kit.

Delivery of cement to applicant.
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Donation of toys to catholic church.

Delivery of basic products to MINSA personnel.

Delivery of tin sheets to applicant.

Agua fresca program in Santa Cruz de La India
The Agua Fresca Program was created in order to help the families from Santa Cruz de La India
and Agua Fría to consume quality water as in these areas there is a great need for adequate
quality and quantity of water.
In the fourth quarter of 2021, house-to-house delivery of water continues and Santa Cruz de La
India benefits from the delivery of a second canister, which doubles this benefit to the people.
The installation of the water purification plant located at Finca “El Delirio”, where the company
has operators for filling, packaging and sealing of canisters, their distribution to families has
improved.
With the Agua Fresca program, vulnerable sectors of Santa Cruz de la India include: elderly,
people with disabilities and multi-household families continue to receive support with access to
quality water with the delivery of 8 bottles of purified water on a monthly basis. This
contribution mitigatesthe problem of water scarcity and intestinal diseases, which has been
verified by the local health center.
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During the pandemic period, the program did not stop its contribution and the weekly delivery
was made to provide this vital resource to families. Furthermore, the collaborators in charge of
the distribution reinforced biosecurity measures during the delivery.
In the period from October to December in Santa Cruz de La India, 4,492 canisters of purified
water were delivered.

Activities within the water program:
•
283 families have the benefit of receiving two canisters of water weekly.
•
Santa Cruz de La India inhabitants have the benefit of receiving the second
canister of water per week at a central point: Information Office.
•
5 institutions received two canisters weekly. 4 of them for free.
•
283 families received recommendations on cleaning the bottle and dispenser
to prevent infections.
•
283 families received recommendations on the care of canister, permanent
awareness for its proper use.
•
In December, the program gave the beneficiaries of the program a Christmas
present, sharing a message of solidarity, good wishes for Christmas and the end of the
year, urging them to share as a family.
•
Delivery of water to new beneficiaries of the Agua Fresca program.
•
Registration of multi-household families in the community of Agua Fría (8
registrations).
•
Participation in the annual assembly to share with the boards of directors of
the social programs the impacts achieved with the program in the community during
the year 2021.

Santa Cruz de la India (delivered canisters)
Month
free
Subsidized
October
814
611
November
838
584
December
808
837
Total=

Village
Santa Cruz de la
India

Vulnerables Beneficiaries
82
201
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Total
1,425
1,422
1,645
4,492

Total
283

Agua Fría
Agua Fría is directly affected by the Project, so Condor Gold, through the Agua Fresca Program,
has provided this benefit to families of this community, which also suffers from water scarcity
and quality.
The Agua Fresca program delivers house-to-house and benefits 165 families in the community,
including free deliveries to vulnerable sectors such as the elderly and people with disabilities.
The program continues to provide benefits to the community with the incorporation of multihousehold families. This has increased the number of beneficiary families, providing access to
quality water to more families in the community; multihousehold families continue to be
enrolled.
In the period of more infections by Covid-19, the program continued delivery, reinforcing
biosecurity measures for the protection of employees and families.
From October to December in Agua Fría, 1,783 canisters of purified water were delivered.
Activities within the program:
•
165 families receive their drum weekly
•
165 families received recommendations on the cleanliness that should be
given to the bottle and dispenser. This message is permanent for the correct handling
of both.
•
1 institution receives the canister weekly for free.
•
Water delivery house-to-house.
•
Registration of multihousehold families in the community of Agua Fría (11
registrations).
•
Inhabitants were reminded about prevention measures against the
Coronavirus during the delivery of the bottles.
•
Participation in the annual assembly to share with the boards of directors of
the social programs and the impacts achieved with the program in the community
during the year 2021.

Agua Fría (delivered canisters)
Month
free
Subsidized
October
296
255
November
270
311
December
312
339
Total

Total
551
581
651
1,783

Village
Agua Fría

Total
164

Vulnerables Beneficiaries
39
126
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Water purification plant.
Since the start-up of the water purification plant, the families from Santa Cruz de La India and
Agua Fría have access to quality water, purified in one of the company's properties.
The purification process is carried out through rigorous sanitary measures to provide quality
water, a process that culminates with the washing, filling and sealing of the water canisters for
distribution to beneficiaries. Every time the tank is filled, the water treatment plant operators
monitor the water quality.
In this quarter, the treated water tank was cleaned, as well as the pipes to ensure the production
of quality water.
In this quarter the production has been as follows (in number of canisters):
October: 2,440
November: 2,338
December: 2,334
Total: 7,112
In this quarter the water treatment plant was visited by the Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM)
and by Dr. Juana Méndez, Supreme Court of Justice Magistrate with a delegation of judges who
accompanied her to see the water treatment plant with which quality water is supplied to the
population of Santa Cruz de la India and Agua Fría.
Photo summary:

Delivery of a Christmas gift to beneficiaries of the program in Agua Fría and Mina la India
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Program - Agua es Vida
The Agua es Vida program which ended in 2021, focused on 3 main axes; water, community
health and education that improved the quality of life for the inhabitants of Santa Cruz de la
India. Therefore, prevention activities are carried out, achieving the reduction of Covid
infections, streets and places free of plastic bottles as a positive result of the recycling project,
delivery of food packages to people with disabilities, and dissemination of the recycling project
in communities surrounding the mining project. The following table shows the activities carried
out in this fourth quarter.
Members within the program: 180

ACTIVITY
Elaboration of pots based from
plastic bottles.
Board of directors announces the
recycling project for the primary
school of El Talpetate boys and
girls.
Delivery of an informative bulletin
to 180 members of the program:
activities carried out in the 3rd
quarter, chlorine delivery was also
made, calling for the prevention of
covid.
Presence at the vaccination day in a
health post where masks were
delivered through a raffle to people
who made their vaccination
effective.
Delivery of food packages to 11
people with disabilities in La India.
Board of directors announces the
recycling project in El Quebrachal
elementary school.

Total
82

Results
Transformation of waste into useful
objects for the home.
Elementary school children learn about the
recycling project by the board of directors.

Date
October

180

10 elementary school children learned to
make mats out of plastic bottles.

October

25

Agua es Vida encouraging the community
to participate in the vaccination day for
covid prevention.

October

11

Gratitude for the effort of the board of
October
directors to deliver package.
Elementary school children learn about the October
recycling project by the board of directors.
10 elementary school children learned to
make mats out of plastic bottles.
Strengthening of capacities in self- October
management.
Leaders identify problems and propose
possible solutions.

The Board of Directors participates
in a workshop for selfmanagement, leaders coordinated
by Mina La India project.
The Board of Directors participates
in a workshop for self-management
leaders coordinated by the Mina La
India project.
Board of directors announces the
recycling project at El Tanque
primary school to 45 boys and girls.

5

27

10

October

5

Capacity building in autonomy.
Identify the good deeds of the leader.

45

Elementary school children learn about the October
recycling project by the board of directors.
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October

Support for the drinking water
committee of La India community,
to carry out procedures with
municipal institutions for proper
internal and community
functioning.
The board of directors visits the
population of La India to provide a
solution to the garbage problem.
Waste collection in 13 areas of La
India.

4

312

1085

Staff of Mina La India and the Board
of Directors unify efforts to pay for
a transport service to collect waste.

48

Preparation of 180 Christmas gifts
for delivery to members of the
program.

180

Making a Christmas tree out of
plastic bottles.

1085

Support for the drinking water
committee of the La India
community, to carry out
procedures with municipal
institutions for proper internal and
community functioning.
It was possible to make crafts to fix
a Christmas tree.
Coordination with municipal
services to achieve decoration on
the community court.
A Christmas tree made from plastic
bottles was placed on the field of
the community of La India.
Waste collection in 13 areas / Santa
Cruz de la India

4

1085

1085

1085

45 elementary school children learned to
make mats out of plastic bottles.
Negotiations to repair damage in the water
distribution network.

Unification of efforts between community
and board of directors.
Waste-free community in homes and main
streets of La India.
21 bags of plastic bottles.
2 bags of glass bottles.
Streets and public places free of plastic
bottles.
Economic contribution by 48 homes to pay
for transportation.
It was possible to collect around 3 and a half
tons of general waste.
Waste-free community in homes and main
streets of La India.
Compliance of 100% of the elaboration.
Innovate with new tools by the board of
directors.
Awaken the creativity of the board of
directors.
Give utility to disposable material.
Community free of plastic bottles in the
street and public places.
Negotiations for the repair of damage in
the water distribution network.

October

November

November

November

November

November

November

Coordination for Christmas arrangements in December
a public place in the community.
Care and protection of the arrangements in
a public place in the community by the
authorities.
Christmas festivity through decoration in a December
public place.
Transformation of plastic bottles into
useful object.
15 bags of plastic bottles.
December
5 bags of glass bottles.
Streets and public places free of plastic
bottles.
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Delivery of a Christmas gift
accompanied by an informative
bulletin about activities carried out
in 2021 to members of agua es
vida.
Closing of the year with boards of
directors Business, Senior Citizens,
Agua es Vida, APROSAIC, Artisanal
miners.

180

Opening by members.
December
Expressions of gestures of affection towards
the board of directors.
180 gifts were delivered.

31

Support for the drinking water
committee of the La India
community, to carry out
procedures with municipal
institutions for proper internal and
community functioning.

4

Knowledge of the activities carried out in December
2021 by each of the programs.
Positive impacts obtained in each program.
Coordination with local and municipal
institutions by the programs.
Interaction with the members of the
programs and the mining project.
Delivery of Christmas gifts to members.
Negotiations for the repair of damage in
December
the water distribution network.
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Photo Summary:

Children learn about the recycling project.

Delivery of packages to the disabled.

Training for community leaders.

Making crafts for Christmas decorations.

Waste collection in community deposits.
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Business program
On December 27th, 2021, the business program celebrated its 4th anniversary. This program
started with the purpose of supporting the development, progress and growth of local
businesses in Santa Cruz de la India.
Currently in Santa Cruz de la India there are 121 businesses such as grocery stores, tortilla shops,
diners, bars, clothing stores, etc. Until now, there has never been a program that gave attention
to community businesses.
At the end of the quarter, there is a participation of 84 business owners registered in the
program who are part of the activities carried out by the board of directors with the support of
Condor Gold.
During the fourth quarter, activities were focused on visiting businesses and promoting
biosecurity measures to prevent Coronavirus. Activities focused on promoting financial
education were also carried out, so that business owners have better management of their
finances and year-end activities to publicize the impact of the activities that were carried out
during the year.
As part of the program, there are projects that have come to strengthen the economy of the
community: Communal Bank, Community Savings Program and Community Room Leasing
Project.
Condor Gold, through the business program, continues to generate development opportunities
for all and maintain transparent communication with the population.
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Project Description

Total, Individuals
Benefited
Total
F
M

Month

Registration of business owners to the program.

4

4

October

Visit business owners to deliver chloride to disinfect
their businesses.
Visit members of the savings program to fill out
registration forms for the program.
Reception visit of the Priest of Santa Cruz de la India,
in the community housing projects, communal
banking and community savings program.
Training on self-management with community
leaders from the boards of directors.
Community room rental.

38

33

5

October

40

37

3

October

3

1

2

October

4

3

1

October

3

3

Biweekly deposit - community savings program.

13

11

Disbursement of 5 loans to members of the Banco 5
Comunal project.
Local actors from Santa Rosa del Peñón were visited 6

October
2

5

October
October

1

5

November

Reception of the visit of the financial manager of 3
Condor Gold, to present Community Projects.
Raffle to raise funds for the program's petty cash.
6

1

2

November

5

1

November

Chloride delivery to business owners to disinfect their 53
premises.
Quarterly visits to members of the community bank 30
and savings program to provide advice on managing
finances during the Christmas season.
Community room rental.
3
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6

November

26

4

November

Fortnightly deposit of the community savings 22
program.
Monthly installments of the communal bank.
26

20

2

November

12

1

November

Participation in the annual Assembly and 4
presentation of the impact activities that were
carried out in 2021.
Visit members of the business program to deliver an 84
informative bulletin with the activities of the year
2021 and give them a Christmas sign to place on the
door of the homes.
Members of the communal bank disbursed money 7
loans. In total, a disbursement of C$58,000 córdobas
was made.

3

1

December

77

7

December

6

1

December

to report on the activities of the 3rd quarter.
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3

November

Members of the savings program withdraw part of 7
the savings deposited in their accounts. In total, a
withdrawal of 21,300 cordobas was made.

6

1

December

Photo Summary:

Disbursement of loan in
the communal bank.

Chloride delivery

Visit to local actors to report on the activities of
the 3rd quarter

Visit to members of the savings program

Training of leaders of the boards of directors

Christmas poster delivery to business owners
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Youth in action program
During the fourth quarter of 2021, Jovenes en Acción developed its activities with the objective
of strengthening knowledge in youth, providing spaces for coexistence among young people
where they learn to relate in a healthy manner, they were given the opportunity to acquire
learning through workshops carried out dynamically and with the aim of contributing to the
development of leaders.
The Covid-19 prevention campaign has been constant with the youth enrolled in the program
and their families. The young people have joined in taking biosecurity measures for their
protection and that of their families and community.
We address important issues for the formation of a society such as the leadership and response
capacity that the young population must have to carry out actions that contribute to the
construction of a healthy environment and with socially and environmentally responsible
people.
With the actions carried out from the program, we are giving tools to youth to take initiatives
and collaborate in exercising a leading role in their community, taking necessary actions in Mina
la India given the lack of youth leadership and social commitment. For that reason we are
working with activities that promote the awakening of youth to be agents of change, to be
visionary young people with goals for their lives and to contribute with their actions to the needs
of their community.
Item

Activity

Participation

Relationship

Meeting with youth members of the program.

6 youth

Personal
development
Youth
protagonists
change.
Personal
development

Conversation about covid-19 and vaccines.

15 youth

Relationship
Relationship

as Meeting with youth in action and the
of federation of high school students from the
Gonzalo García Vallejos school.
Workshop and coexistence celebrating the
second anniversary of the opening of the
program.
Relationship through visits to the homes of
youth.
Relationship through visits to the homes of
youth

October

Mina la India

November

18 visits
14 people.

Personal
development

Conversation with the theme: youth actions for 15 people.
the well-being of their community.

Personal
development

Second workshop:
community service.

Recreation

End of the year coexistence with youth from 17 people
Mina la India integrated into the program.
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Mina la India

18 youth

Meeting with youth to analyze manual shared 15 people.
in the workshop on youth leadership.
Relationship visits to youth homes
17 people

actions

month

15 people.

Personal
development
Relationship

Youth’s

village

for 10 people.

Mina la India

December

Photo Summary:

Meeting with youth members of the
program

Conversation on covid-19 and vaccines.

Meeting with youth in action and the
federation of high school students from
the Gonzalo García Vallejos school.

Workshop and coexistence celebrating the
second anniversary of the opening of the
program.

Second conversation with the theme: Youth actions for
community service.
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End of the year coexistence with youth
from Mina la India integrated into the
program.

Happy childhood program
In the fourth quarter of 2021, the children from Mina la India enrolled in the program enjoyed
recreational afternoons through educational games and experiments, activities in which the
children learned about teamwork, listening, observation and the coordination between them;
skills that must be put into practice to achieve an objective.
With the initiatives of the program from October to December we promote the value of love for
the family, activities that strengthen our good relationship with the families of the boys and girls.
We are cultivating care for the environment in children, we continue to sensitize children and
parents about the pollution generated by the population itself, inviting them to classify and put
garbage in its proper place to have a clean community.
We celebrate two years of accompanying the children from Mina la India, celebrating in an
atmosphere of joy with the children the benefits that this program has given them in terms of
healthy recreation, strengthening of values, learning environments and promoting a good
relationship family.
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Axis

Activity

Participants

Relationships
with family
Healthy
recreation
Relationships
with family

Relationship visits to children's homes.

36 visits

Recreational meeting with boys and girls.

28 Children

Relationships
with family
Relationships
with family

Delivery of family portraits to boys and girls.

Healthy
recreation
Relationships
with family
Healthy
recreation
Healthy
recreation

Relationship visits to children's homes.

24 visits.

Visit to the Oro Verde nursery.

24 frames delivered.

Relationships
with family
Healthy
recreation

Divulgation campaign of the purchase of mill 5 visits
parts to mothers of boys and girls.
End of the year party.
40 people

Villages

Month

Mina la India

October

Mina la India

November

Mina la India

December

Raising awareness among parents about the 26 guides delivered
prevention of covid-19 and vaccination.
24 frames delivered

Coexistence with boys and girls and walk 24
through the community of Mina la India.
Children

Celebration of the second anniversary of the 40 people
Happy Childhood program.
Reading contest, 10 boys and girls from Mina la 10 people
India participated.

Photo Summary:

Delivery of family portraits to children.

Recreational meeting with children.

Teaching parents about the58
prevention of Covid-19 and vaccinations.

Coexistence with children and walk
through the community of Mina la India.

Visit to the nursery Oro Verde.

Celebration of the second anniversary of the Happy Childhood program.

Reading contest, children from Mina la India participated
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APROSAIC
The program has a board of directors of 4 active members and 25 leaders distributed in the 6
communities where it works: El Cristalito, El Bordo, Nance Dulce, El Carrizal, Los Rastrojos and
Andrés Reyes. The focuse is on 3 axes: Culture, Education and Community Leadership.
All the actions that are carried out are executed once the company has given its approval,
according to the oriented guidelines; coordinated with the board of directors, community
leaders and often supported by other social programs or other areas involved in the social
development of the communities surrounding the mining district
Previously, analyses of the current situation of each community is carried out, to which the
community leaders contribute and if necessary, some strategic alliances are made with mayors,
ministries or institutions that can contribute to addressing the needs of the communities;
bearing in mind that each community can be a different reality in terms of its needs and
population.
Below are the activities with the greatest impact, carried out in the fourth quarter of 2021,
according to their axes:
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ACTIONS CARRIED OUT BY APROSAIC IN THE FOURTH QUARTER 2021
ITEM
CULTURE

ACTIVITY
Reopening of face-to-face classes at
the Raíces Doradas dance school

PARTICIPANTS
38

VILLAGE
SCI, Agua Fría, El
Bordo,
El
Cristalito

DATE
17 October

Workshop on dance make-up and
hairstyles

35

21 November

Completion of the Raíces Doradas
learning classes and selection of the
students who would participate in
the End of the Year Festival

42

SCI, Agua Fría, El
Bordo,
El
Cristalito
Alfa 6 en SCI

Dance outfit making workshop

26

Alfa 6 en SCI

10 December

Assembly of the End of the Year
Festival with Golden Roots

26

Colegio Gonzalo
García

11 , 12 December

350 inhabitants

El
Bordo
El
Cristalito
Nance
Dulce
El
Carrizal
Los Rastrojos
Andrés Reyes
La India
Agua Fría
El
Cristalito
El
Bordo
El
Carrizal
Nance
Dulce
Los
Rastrojos
Andrés Reyes
Los Rastrojos

19 December

End of the year festival

COMMUNITY
LEADERSHIP

Weekly disinfection of schools and
churches carried out by community
leaders

5 schools
7 churches

Workshop on the elaboration of
handmade liquid soap
Awareness to participate in the Covid
vaccination day

13

Labelling and delivery of alcohol,
spray and masks in 5 community base
houses

6 villages

5 base homes
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El
Bordo
El
Cristalito
Nance
Dulce
El
Carrizal
Los Rastrojos
Andrés Reyes
El Bordo
El Cristalito
Nance Dulce
El Carrizal
Los Rastrojos

5 December

October - November

16 October
October - November

October

Exhibition of the APROSAIC program
to the new parish priest of the
community and delegate of the
Minsa in El Jicaral
Two afternoons of training for
community leaders and the board of
directors of Aprosaic, on the role that
each one plays in the communities

Visit to the new priest of SCI and the
delegate of the Minsa in El Jicaral to
present the actions of the program
Delivery of food packages to people
who suffered from Covid

Meeting with community leaders

COMMUNITY
LEADERSHIP

5

SCI & Jicaral

14 & 26 October

27

Nance
Dulce
El
Cristalito
El
Bordo
El
Carrizal
Los
Rastrojos
Andrés
Reyes
Agua Fría

19 & 20 October
28 & 29 October

5

SCI y El Jicaral

14 & 26 October

45

La India,
El Carrizal,
El Cristalito,
El Bordo y
Nance Dulce
El
Cristalito
El
Bordo
El Carrizal

13

18 October
10 November

12 November

Collection of 69 bags of plastic bottles
as
awareness
to
prevent
environmental pollution

37 personas

El Carrizal
Los Rastrojos
Andrés Reyes

16, 17 ,23 November

Christmas wreath making workshop
for community leaders

19

El Cristalito
Nance Dulce
El Bordo
El Carrizal
Los Rastrojos
Andrés Reyes

25 November

Follow-up monitoring to the 5 base
houses

104 visits

Informative campaign on the
progress of the company, with the
purchase of 81% of the pieces of the
mill, already arrived in Nicaragua
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El
Cristalito
Nance
Dulce
El
Bordo
El
Carrizal
Los Rastrojos

October - November

El
Cristalito First week of December
El
Bordo
Nance Dulce
El
Carrizal
Los Rastrojos
Andrés Reyes

End of the year gathering with
community leaders from APROSAIC

19

El
Cristalito 17 December
El
Bordo
Nance Dulce
El
Carrizal
Los Rastrojos
Andrés Reyes

General assembly of boards of All boards of De las 10 20 December
directors of social programs
directors
comunidades
que trabaja el
proyecto
EDUCATION

Verify and replace water tanks and 5 schools
sprinklers for handwashing in schools

El
Cristalito 7 October
El
Bordo
Nance Dulce
El
Carrizal
Los Rastrojos

15 prizes for primary school and 10 5 schools
incentives for initial education, for
participation in the gastronomic fair,
on food day

El
Cristalito 15 October
El
Bordo
Nance Dulce
El
Carrizal
Los Rastrojos

Delivery of 100 plants, including 5 schools
forest, ornamental and fruit trees, to
be planted and sponsored

El
Cristalito 22 October
El
Bordo
Nance Dulce
El
Carrizal
Los Rastrojos

Plants and handwashing stations 5 schools
donated to schools

El
Cristalito 11 & 25
El
Bordo 2 December
Nance Dulce
El
Carrizal
Los Rastrojos

Delivery of 25 books of Nicaraguan 5 schools
tales and legends, 20 of them
illustrated (5 Books per school)

El
Cristalito 25 November
El
Bordo
Nance Dulce
El
Carrizal
Los Rastrojos

Check book rotation schedule in "The 5 schools
Reading Train"

El
Cristalito 2 December
El
Bordo
Nance Dulce
El
Carrizal
Los Rastrojos
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November

Photo Summary:

Reopening of Raíces Doradas face-to-face classes

Golden Roots receiving workshops for their cultural training

Golden Roots New Year's Eve Festival
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Training workshops for community leaders

Making Christmas wreaths with leaders.
Collecting plastic bottles to raise awareness among the population.
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COPTRAMIN INVOLVEMENT GROUP
During this quarter, the COPTRAMIN participation group board held weekly meetings and
carried out the following activities for the benefit of the cooperated miners.
MONTH

ACTIVITY

October

# PARTICIPANTS
68 Children

COVID 19 prevention 103 families
campaign

November

Informative visit to 42 miners
cooperative miners

December

Message of peace
and brotherhood for 146 miners
the coming year

VENUW

Baseball Camp Mina
The Inauguration of the La India
second children's basebal
league
was
held
in
cooperation with the board of
directors of the cooperated
miners program.

Children's basebal
league.

October

RESULTS

House-to-house
visit -Nance Dulce
campaign / prevention of -El Bordo
COVID 19. This was carried -Cristalito
out with the members of the
Cooperados mining program.

Visit to cooperative miners in Cooperative
El Portón area, with the aim of
informing them of the
company's progress in the
development of Mina La India
industrial mining project (81%
of the parts of the mill already
in
the
warehouse
in
Managua).
Visit the home of each Cooperative.
member of the cooperative
miners program with the aim
of bringing a year-end present
and a message of peace and
brotherhood for the coming
year.
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Photo summary:

Children's Baseball League.

INDEPENDENT ARTISANAL MINERS INVOLVEMENT GROUP
During this quarter, new artisanal mining permits in the areas of San Juan and La Mestiza were
monitored, where 13 groups, totaling 66 people, benefitted. The sites were constantly
monitored and supported at the time of any doubt or any request made to the Condor Gold
small mining area.
52 inspections were carried out at the mining works to supervise compliance with the
agreement. Apart from this, they were given talks on the prevention of COVID, showing a
willingness to receive and listen to the messges with the greatest possible attention since the
town of Santa Cruz de La India has been hit by COVID since August.

Photo summary:

Entrance to small mining work in the La Mestiza area.
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Inspection of work in the Espinito Mendoza area.

IDENTIFICATION OF VULNERABLE FAMILIES

Santa Cruz de la India's seniors program
The Santa Cruz de la India Senior Adults program was formed 4 years ago. Currently, 120 adults
over 60 years of age live in the community, of which 88 are enrolled in the program.
The activities of the fourth quarter were focused mainly on health, coexistence, recreation and
self-sustaining projects. A campaign was also maintained to promote biosecurity measures to
prevent Covid.
The board of directors, with the support of Condor Gold, fostered the integration of older adults
with the community and family, so that they feel part of their family nucleus and society.
Activities were also promoted that allowed physical, mental, and spiritual strengthening for
adults to lead active and healthy lives.
The members of the board of directors received training on self-management, 27 food packages
were delivered to the sick, 2 dance therapy workshops were carried out, and 2 craft activities
were also carried out that help the elderly improve their motor skills.
The self-sustaining projects: Medicinal Garden and Piñatas and Santa Cruz de la India varieties,
resumed their activities in a normal way with the purpose of continuing to project and sell their
products.

Project Description

Total, Individuals
Benefited
Total
F
M

Month

Training on self-management with community leaders
from the boards of directors.

6

2

4

October

Awareness campaign to prevent covid19 and promote
vaccination - Facebook Older Adults.

2,507

-

-

October
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Reception of the Priest of Santa Cruz de la India to
present self-sustainable projects, Piñata and medicinal
garden.
Visits to deliver food packages to program members
who have been sick.

4

1

3

October

12

7

5

October

Elaboration of crafts to commemorate November 2, All
Souls' Day.

23

16

7

Reproduction of medicinal plants and elaboration of
bamboo pots.

4

Sale of piñatas.

8

8

Local actors from Santa Rosa del Peñón were visited to
report on the activities of the 3rd quarter.
Reception of the visit of the financial manager of
Condor Gold, to present Community Projects.

6

1

5

November

3

1

2

November

Visits to deliver t-shirts to older adults who will
participate in the 2nd Dance Therapy workshop.
Visits to deliver food packages to program members
who have been sick.

40

24

16

November

15

8

7

November

Second dance therapy workshop with members of the
older adult program and delivery of t-shirts to those
who were part of the dance therapy group.
Purchase of ornamental and fruit plants.

37

21

16

November

4

November

Resume activities in the Santa Cruz de la India piñata
and variety workshop.
Participation in the annual Assembly and presentation
of the impact activities that were carried out in 2021.

8

8

5

2

3

December

Year-end activity with members of the older adult
program, consisted of making Christmas wreaths.

42

24

18

December

Delivery of quarterly profits to members of the piñata
project.

8

8

December

Members of the piñata project, they work on orders for
Christmas season piñatas.

8

8

December

Members of the medicinal garden, ordered plants by
species. In total 50 species including fruit, ornamental
and medicinal.

4
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4

4

October
October
October

November

4

December

Photo Summary:

Crafts for the Day of the Dead

Food package delivery

Training of leaders of boards of directors in selfmanagement.

2nd dance therapy workshop

Visit Financial Manager
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Exhibition of the board of directors in the annual
assembly of leaders.

TATIANA AND AMERICA PROJECT

In January 2020, the relationship began in the communities of El Tanque, Talpetate, El Capulín
and Quebrachal, communities that are indirectly affected by the secondary projects, América
and Tatiana, complements to the main project La India.
For this year 2021, the axes that have been worked on are as follows: Community leadership,
Education, Health and Environment; and Self-sustaining Projects.
In the quarter, awareness was maintained for the prevention of Covid, for which support was
provided with chlorine and chloride to community institutions.
In the area of education and environment, a total of 5 activities were carried out involving the
population to carry out cleaning days, a recycling workshop and providing support to the El
Quebrachal School where they donated a cupboard to store their books.
In this quarter, the bakery course ended in coordination with the National Technological
Institute- INATEC, where 22 women from the El Tanque community obtained their certified
diploma for having successfully completed the course.
To close the year, the Community Leadership axis with the purpose of training leaders and
empowering them in Community Leadership and management so that in 2022 they continue
working hand in hand with the company for the benefit of their communities.
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Scope

HEALTH

Project Description

Total, Individuals
Benefited
Total
F

Month
M

Deliver chlorine to the Quebrachal
school, so that they continue with the
prevention of Covid in the school.

9

5

4

October

Delivery of chloride to the El Tanque
school and chapel of that community
so that they continue disinfecting
public places where communities
gather to carry out activities.

-

-

-

October

Delivery of chloride to the El Tanque
school and chapel of that community
so that they continue disinfecting
public places where communities
gather to carry out activities.

-

-

-

November

EDUCATION
AND Delivery of fertilizer and foliar to the
ENVIRONMENT
schools of El Tanque and Talpetate
for the improvement of the school
garden.
Workshop on the use of recycling
through plastic bottles for children
from schools in Talpetate, El Tanque
and Quebrachal, where they learned
to make plastic pots. The workshop
was given by members of the Agua es
Vida program.
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34

38

October

81

37

44

October

Clean-up day in the community of El
Tanque "A day for the Environment",
where students, parents, community
leaders and the general population
came together to clean up the area of
the community school.
Cleaning day for wells in the
community of El Tanque in
conjunction with students, parents,
leaders and the population in
general.
Delivery of a cupboard to store books
at the El Quebrachal school.
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39

23

October

42

23

19

November

8

3

5

November
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COMMUNITY
LEADERSHIP

Training for community leaders in
leadership
and
community
management
A bakery course was given to 25
women from the community of El
Tanque, in partnership with INATEC.

18

14

4

December

25

25

0

October

Training for women in the bakery
course in El Tanque on leadership and
entrepreneurship.

25

25

0

October

Last day of bakery classes for women.
They learned how to make four
different dishes.

22

22

Women make samples of different
types of bread learned in the course
to share in their promotion.

22

22

0

November

Promotion of the bakery course for
women entrepreneurs from El
Tanque.

22

22

0

November

SUPPORT
FOR Delivery of barber products to a
OTHER PROGRAMS
resident of the community of El
Tanque to improve his business.

5

3

2

November

SELF-SUSTAINABLE
PROJECTS

November

Photo summary

Bakery course for 25 women from El Tanque

Training for women entrepreneurs from El
Tanque on leadership and entrepreneurship.
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Cleaning day in the community of El Tanque "A
day for the Environment "

Delivery of a metal cabinet for the
Quebrachal community school

Promotion of a bakery course for 22 women
from El Tanque.

INFORMATION OFFICE
This facility is a space for anyone who wishes to come into contact with the company, whatever
the reason. It is attended by a person trained to provide the service and information to the
community and other interested parties.
At this facility, weekly meetings are held with the boards of directors of the different social
programs, activities are scheduled, it serves as a warehouse for instruments that the programs
use frequently, applications and resumes are received and it is a place to attend in a pleasant
and cordial way to everyone who visits the company.
On Fridays of each week, it is the designated place where the second canister of water is
delivered to the community of la India by the Agua Fresca program.
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During the last quarter, a new strategy was implemented: rapid impact workshops for training
and educational purposes, with social, environmental and mining issues. Offered to people from
la India and its surrounding communities. Some of these workshops have been given in the
classrooms of the Colegio Gonzalo García in La India. They are coordinated by the company and
according to the theme, the sector and age of the population to be invited is defined.
In October, 149 visits were received, in November 211 and in December 153, all for different
reasons. This increase in visits in the penultimate month of the year was due to two factors:
effective participation in quick-impact workshops and program meetings for planning year-end
activities.
The table below summarizes the detail of the 513 visits, according to their purpose:
VISITS 4Q 2021
program
Artisanal Mining
Water Program
Support request
Job application
Leaders meeting
Seniors Program
Business Program
Engagement activities
Happy childhood
Cooperated miners
Youth in action
Aprosaic
Others
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TOTAL
37
76
20
10
26
49
19
164
1
42
54
13
2
TOTAL
513

CAPACITY BUILDING

COMMUNITIES

INDUSTRIAL
MECHANIC

INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRICITY

ELECTROMECHANIC

TOTAL

LA INDIA
AGUA FRIA
NANCE DULCE
EL BORDO
EL CARRIZAL
LOS
RASTROJOS
EL TANQUE
EL CRISTALITO
TOTAL

4
1
3
2
0
2

8
1
0
0
0
2

3
5
0
1
1
0

15
07
03
03
01
04

0
3
15

1
5
17

0
0
10

01
08
42

Community training program:

GENDER
INDUSTRIAL MECHANIC
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY
ELECTROMECHANIC
TOTAL

FEMALE
0
3
1
04

MALE
15
14
9
38

Capacity building and training
Description

English course
Master Mining Management
Master Mining Operation
Master Legal

Workers quantity

Objective

Scholarships and courses
2
English course
1
Master
1
Master
1
Master

76

TOTAL
15
17
10
42

